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Ragazzi`s favorite author Inkyung, Noh returns with a 

heartwarming story about a great journey of little thing! 

 

Sensitive and evocative illustrations by Noh bring love, 

loneliness and comfort to life in this endearing ode to 

happiness from little things. 

 

Perfect book for readers aged 0-100! 

 

 

 

 

 

I am a plastic bag. 

I was abandoned crinkled, wrinkled. 

Is this end of my life? 
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WELL, NO! I want to fly up, up high in the sky and have stunning exploration of wonderful 

world.  

Let`s see whom this little, light creature meets while floating all around! 

 

 

 

 

Through its journey, this flying plastic bag meets various sort of people, people. The 

considerate plastic bag never just passes by them but tickles people, saying hello to them, 

and sometimes gives warm hug to people who need somewhat comfort in their mind. After 

reading, we realizes that we have inner peace as the people inside the book is `us’ who 

eagerly want to share our feelings with somebody. 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Clear Sky, brilliant sunshine, and a sudden shower……Watercolor magician author Noh 

presents evocative illustration for readers to feel balmy early summer weather while reading! 

  

 

 

Author Information 

 

The award-winning author, Inkyung, Noh studied fine arts in Italy after studying visual design 

at Hongik University in Seoul. She was selected as Illustrator of the Year at the 2012 

Bologna Children`s Book fair and received various prestigious international awards.  

Internationally acclaimed titles include SOSO CANCELLINA (selected as Illustrator of the 

Year at 2012 Bologna); MR. TUTTI AND 100 WATER DROPS (2013 Golden Apple award at 

Biennale of Illustrators in Bratislava (BIB) and Petits Momes); X, THE HEDGEHOG (selected 

for the honorable 2015 White Ravens). Through her works, Noh shows her affection for little 

things which are hardly seen, but exist all around us. 

 

 


